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General Information
Advanced User Certification Training
RAE Systems offers world-class training that helps you to be as effective and efficient as
possible, enhancing your capabilities through hands-on experience in classroom settings.
We provide training for professionals to use, service, and sell RAE Systems products in
the oil and gas, HazMat, industrial safety, civil defense, and environmental applications.
Our instructor-led courses are taught at both our San Jose, California, headquarters and
at locations throughout the United States and Canada. Class sizes are kept small for
maximum impact and interaction between the instructor and attendees. Our instructor-led
courses are based on solid experience from years of using and servicing RAE Systems
equipment. RAE Systems training is tailored to deliver exactly what you need. From
fundamentals to advanced techniques, we cover it all.

Courses and Class Schedule
Although we offer a "standard" catalog of classes and schedule, the needs of our
customers and partners continually drive our improvement process and make it necessary
to alter the schedule. Therefore, please check our website at www.raesystems for
complete descriptions of our courses and schedule.

Professional Certification Continuing Education
Certified Industrial Hygienists: Some courses qualify for Certification Maintenance
(CM) points for CIHs who attend. CIHs may earn 1.0 CM points per course.
Certified Safety Professionals (CSPs): Some courses qualify for Continuance of
Certification (COC) credit for CSPs who attend. CSPs may earn 0.66 COC points per
course.
Occupational Health and Safety Technicians and Construction Health and Safety
Technicians: Some courses qualify for Certification Maintenance (CM) credit for
Occupational Health and Safety Technicians (OHSTs) and Construction Health and Safety
Technicians (CHSTs). OHSTs and CHSTs may earn 0.66 CM points per course.
Our customers increasingly find they must have "proof of competence" documentation on
file. Successful completion of the exam at the end of each course will entitle the attendee
to a "Certificate of Completion," valid for two years, which will satisfy this requirement.
RAE Systems will also keep a record on file if third party verification is needed.

Who Should Attend
Industrial Hygienists, Hazmat Specialists and Technicians, Safety Professionals, Safety
Managers, and Technicians

Our Approach
RAE Systems, Inc. training courses are highly participative workshops. In addition to
practical theory, attendees set up, calibrate, practice sampling and programming
equipment.

Class Size
Because our courses are very hands-on and very interactive, class size is generally limited
to 12 attendees.

www.raesystems.com
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Location Options
We offer three location options for most of our training courses:
RAE Systems, Inc., headquarters in San Jose, California
RAE Systems offers state-of-the-art training facilities at our
headquarters in San Jose, California. In addition to the training,
attendees receive a tour of our factory and have the opportunity
to meet our Technical Support Team and Service Team.
On-site
If you need training for more than two or three people, on-site training can save you
money on travel and tuition expenses by having our instructor come to you. On-site
training gives you more flexibility regarding dates and times, and allows for customization
of the material to fit your organization.
For on-site training, we require a classroom-style facility with ample table-top space, wallprojection space, and a 120-volt AC power source. Our trainer brings all necessary PC and
projection equipment, training materials, literature, equipment and accessories.
Regional
We offer regional training classes in the U.S. and Canada. Please visit our website at
www.raesystems.com/training for cities and dates.

Customized Courses
We are happy to customize On-site courses to meet your organization’s unique needs.
Please call our training coordinator at (408) 952-8240 or email us at
training@raesystems.com for assistance in designing a course to meet your requirements.

Time
For all classes, instruction begins at 8:30 a.m.; class ends at 5:00 pm.

Dress
Casual.

Ordering Information
Pricing is all-inclusive.

How to Purchase Training
Go to www.raesystems.com/training to review class descriptions and register for
scheduled classes.

Payment
Payment in full is due 14 days prior to the start of class. Visa and MasterCard are
accepted.

Cancellation Policy
Due to program demand and the amount of preparation required, cancellations within 2
weeks of the class date are subject to a fee of one-half of the total course fee.
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What You Will Receive
RAE Systems supplies everything required to conduct the training. If purchased
separately, the calibration gases, kits and guides listed below would cost over $3000.

For the entire class
•
•
•

34 L bottles of 100 ppm Isobutylene calibration gas (for PID courses)
34 L bottles of 4-gas mix calibration gas
34 L bottles of toluene (for PID courses)

Per attendee
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Tool Kit
PID Lamp Cleaning Kit (for PID courses)
ProRAE Suite software and accessories including USB-to-Serial Adapter
RAE Systems, Inc., “Application & Technical Notes Guide”, 3rd edition,
2005.
RAE Systems, Inc., Werner R. Haag, Ph.D.; Christopher Wrenn; “The PID
Handbook, Theory and Applications of Direct-Reading Photoionization
Detectors(PIDs)”,2nd Edition, 2005 (for PID courses)
CD-ROM with course materials
Certificate of Completion (attendees who pass the test at the end of the
course, will receive a certificate)

About Our Faculty
Abi Blatchley is a training coordinator and has been with RAE Systems, Inc. for more than
12 years. Her long experience as our lead Customer Service and Technical Support
Representative has given her a broad and deep knowledge of our products. Some
customer feedback on Ms. Blatchley’s training classes: “Abi’s knowledge of the
instruments is impeccable,” and, “very down-to-earth explanations.”
Meg Godfrey is a RAE Systems Authorized Trainer. During her 4 years as a Product
Manager at RAE Systems, she taught all kinds of users - from SWAT teams to refinery
service technicians to Safety Managers and fire fighters. Countless visits to customer sites
have taught her the practical side of hazardous environment detection, and her training
focuses on what you need to know to stay safe. Meg's course evaluation surveys have
consistently praised her lively classroom style and her technical know-how.
Yan Banducci is RAE Systems’ MeshGuard Fixed Global Product Manager. He has a degree
in mechanical engineering and a background in electronics manufacturing. Yan has
supported the installation of wireless hazardous environmental systems at oil and gas
refineries, major sporting events, large-scale automobile races, military training
exercises, and large-scale governmental and political events.

www.raesystems.com
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AreaRAE RDK Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: AR102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end should be able to:
o Set up, configure and test an AreaRAE
o Set up and configure ProRAE Remote on the Host Kit
o Deploy an AreaRAE RDK network
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades
o Service and maintain the AreaRAE, including:
Field verify and calibrate the monitor
Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
Troubleshoot communications issues
Maintain PID lamp and sensors
Replace sensors and lamp
Agenda
8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.

Review Basic Operation and Start-up Procedure
Testing the operational readiness of an AreaRAE
Understanding Normal Mode Functions
Alarms

10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.

Diagnostics
Diagnostics Mode
Troubleshooting Sensors Using RAW Readings
Pump Stall Settings
Changing Unit ID

11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

Setting up the Host Kit
Installing ProRAE Remote
ProRAE Remote Features
RAELink2
RAELink3
Connecting the RAELink2 Host Modem

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Basic Deployment
Understanding the network
Turn-on Sequence
Conduct a simple RDK deployment (line of sight)
Test deployment

3:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Advanced Deployment
Knowing when to use repeaters
Deploying repeaters
Deploy an RDK around an obstacle (building) using repeaters
Deploy an RDK inside a building
Inserting portable gas detectors into an RDK network
Troubleshooting communications

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
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Test

MultiRAE Plus Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: MR102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Professional Certification Continuing Education:
maintenance points

This course qualifies for certification

Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Interpret monitor measurements including oxygen displacement, combustibles,
volatile organic compounds and cross-sensitivities
o Describe how a photoionization detector (PID) works
o Calculate and use Correction Factors to measure known compounds
o Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly
o Set up and configure a MultiRAE Plus
o Turn on, test and use a MultiRAE Plus to sample for hazardous gases and vapors
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades using
ProRAE Suite
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Service and maintain the MultiRAE Plus, including
o Field verify and calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain PID lamp and sensors
o Replace sensors and lamp
Agenda
8:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Advanced Principles of Portable Gas Detection
Interpret measurements – oxygen displacement, combustibles other than methane,
volatile organic compounds, and cross-sensitivity

10:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the MultiRAE Plus (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a MultiRAE Plus
Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL and PID sensors
Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the MultiRAE Plus (hands-on workshop)
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the MultiRAE Plus
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests and replacement of sensors and lamp
Conduct field verification and calibration
Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
Maintain the PID lamp and sensors
Replace sensors

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test

www.raesystems.com
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MiniRAE 2000 Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: MI102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Professional Certification Continuing Education:
This course qualifies for certification
maintenance points
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Understand how a PID works
o Discuss the features, benefits and limitations of Electrochemical, Combustible and
PID sensors
o Set up, configure and test a MiniRAE 2000
o Understand Survey Mode and Hygiene Mode, Correction Factors and Cal Memory
o Calculate Correction Factors for the PID sensor
o Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades
o Service and maintain the MiniRAE 2000, including
o Calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain PID lamp and pump
Agenda
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8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Photoionization detectors
Features, benefits and limitations of PID technology

10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the MiniRAE 2000 Plus (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a MiniRAE 2000
Hygiene Mode or Survey Mode?
Calculate Correction Factors for the PID sensor
Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the MiniRAE 2000 (hands-on workshop)
Calibration with isobutylene
Changing Correction Factors
Calibration with surrogate gases
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the MiniRAE 2000
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests
Conduct field verification and calibration
Troubleshoot the MiniRAE 2000
Maintain the PID lamp
Replace the lamp

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test

MiniRAE 3000 Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: MT102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Professional Certification Continuing Education:
This course qualifies for certification
maintenance points
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Understand how a PID works
o Set up, configure and test a MiniRAE 3000
o Understand Basic and Advanced Survey Mode and Hygiene Mode
o Interpret the User Interface and use the built-in libraries
o Understand and calculate Correction Factors
o Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades
o Service and maintain the MiniRAE 3000, including
o Calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain PID lamp and pumps
Agenda
8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Photoionization detectors
Features, benefits and limitations of PID technology

10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the MiniRAE 3000 Plus (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a MiniRAE 3000
Using Programming Mode
Hygiene Mode or Survey Mode
Automatic, Manual, and Snapshot datalogging
Calculate Correction Factors for the PID sensor
Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the MiniRAE 3000 (hands-on workshop)
2-point and 3-point calibration
Changing Correction Factors
Calibrating with isobutylene and surrogate gases
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the MiniRAE 3000
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests
Conduct field verification and calibration
Troubleshooting the MiniRAE 3000
Maintain PID lamp
Replace lamp

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test

www.raesystems.com
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ppbRAE Plus Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: PP102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Professional Certification Continuing Education:
maintenance points

This course qualifies for certification

Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Understand how a PID works
o Set up, configure and test a ppbRAE Plus
o Understand Survey Mode and Hygiene Mode
o Understand Correction Factors and Cal Memory
o Calculate Correction Factors for the PID sensor
o Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades
o Service and maintain the ppbRAE Plus, including
o Calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain PID lamps and pumps
Agenda
8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Photoionization detectors
Features, benefits and limitations of PID technology

10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the ppbRAE Plus (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a ppbRAE Plus
Hygiene Mode or Survey Mode?
Calculate Correction Factors for the PID sensor
Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the ppbRAE Plus (hands-on workshop)
Calibration with isobutylene
Changing Correction Factors
Calibration with surrogate gases
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the ppbRAE Plus
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests
Conduct field verification and calibration
Troubleshooting the ppbRAE Plus
Maintain the PID lamp
Replace the lamp

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test
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ppbRAE 3000 Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: PT102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Professional Certification Continuing Education:
This course qualifies for certification
maintenance points
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Understand how a PID works
o Set up, configure and test a ppbRAE 3000
o Understand Basic and Advanced Survey Mode and Hygiene Mode
o Interpret the User Interface and use the built-in libraries
o Understand Correction Factors
o Calculate Correction Factors
o Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades
o Service and maintain the ppbRAE 3000, including
o Calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain PID lamp and pumps
Agenda
8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Photoionization detectors
Features, benefits and limitations of PID technology

10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the ppbRAE 3000 Plus (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a ppbRAE 3000
Using Programming Mode, Hygiene Mode or Survey Mode selection
Automatic, Manual, and Snapshot datalogging
Calculate Correction Factors for the PID sensor
Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the ppbRAE 3000 (hands-on workshop)
2-point and 3-point calibration
Changing Correction Factors
Calibrating with isobutylene and surrogate gases
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the ppbRAE 3000
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests
Conduct field verification and calibration
Troubleshooting the ppbRAE 3000
Maintaining the PID lamp
Replacing the PID lamp

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test

www.raesystems.com
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UltraRAE Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: UR102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Understand how a PID works
o Understand how to use RAE Sep Tubes
o Set up, configure and test a UltraRAE
o Understand Idle Operation and Measurement
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades
o Service and maintain the UltraRAE, including
o Calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain PID lamp and pumps
Agenda
8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Photoionization detectors
Features, benefits and limitations of PID technology
Specialized features of the UltraRAE (RAE Sep Tubes)

10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the UltraRAE (hands-on workshop)
Understanding the user interface and theory of operation
Set up, configure and test a UltraRAE
Changing RAE Sep Tubes
Best practices

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the UltraRAE (hands-on workshop)
Using a Tedlar bag
Calibration with isobutylene
Calibration with benzene
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the UltraRAE
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests
Conduct field verification and calibration
Troubleshooting the UltraRAE
Changing the measurement time
Maintain the PID lamp
Replace the PID lamp

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test
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UltraRAE 3000 Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: UT102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Understand how a PID works
o Understand UltraRAE 3000 Compound-Specific Operation
o Conduct Compound-Specific Measurements Using Separation Tubes
o Understand Basic and Advanced Survey Mode and Hygiene Mode
o Interpret the User Interface and use the built-in libraries
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades
o Service and maintain the UltraRAE 3000, including
o Calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain PID lamp and pumps
Agenda
8:30 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Photoionization detectors
Features, benefits and limitations of PID technology
Specialized features of the UltraRAE 3000 (RAE Separation Tubes)

10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the UltraRAE 3000 (hands-on workshop)
Understanding the user interface and theory of operation
Compound-Specific Measurement
Measurement Phases
Taking a Measurement Using a Separation Tube
Best practices

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the UltraRAE 3000 (hands-on workshop)
Using a Tedlar bag
Two-point calibration
Three-point calibration
Calibration with benzene
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the UltraRAE 3000
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests
Conduct field verification and calibration
Troubleshooting the UltraRAE 3000
Changing the measurement time
Maintain the PID lamp
Replace the PID lamp

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test

www.raesystems.com
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EntryRAE Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: ER102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Interpret monitor measurements, including oxygen displacement, combustibles,
volatile organic compounds and cross-sensitivities
o Describe how a photoionization detector (PID) works
o Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL and PID sensors
o Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly
o Set PID alarms and interpret PID output
o Set up and configure an EntryRAE
o Turn on, test and use an EntryRAE to sample for hazardous gases and vapors
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades using
ProRAE Studio
o Describe the purpose of Intrinsic Safety Certification
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Service and maintain the EntryRAE, including
o Field verify and calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain PID lamp and sensors
o Replace sensors and lamp
Agenda
8:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Advanced Principles of Portable Gas Detection
Interpret measurements – oxygen displacement, combustibles other
than methane, volatile organic compounds, and cross-sensitivity

10:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the EntryRAE (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a EntryRAE
Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL and PID sensors
Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the EntryRAE (hands-on workshop)
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware
upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the EntryRAE
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field
diagnostic tests and replacement of sensors and lamp
Conduct field verification and calibration
Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
Maintain the PID lamp and sensors
Replace sensors

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test
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VRAE Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: VR102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Interpret monitor measurements, including oxygen displacement, combustibles and
cross-sensitivities
o Describe how electrochemical and LEL sensors work
o Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL
o Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly
o Set up and configure a VRAE
o Turn on, test and use a VRAE to sample for hazardous gases and vapors
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades using
ProRAE Suite
o Describe the purpose of Intrinsic Safety Certification
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Service and maintain the VRAE, including
o Field verify and calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain sensors
o Replace sensors
Agenda
8:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Advanced Principles of Portable Gas Detection
Interpret measurements – oxygen displacement, combustibles other than methane,
and cross-sensitivity

10:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the VRAE (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a VRAE
Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL sensor
Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the VRAE (hands-on workshop)
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the VRAE
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests and testing of sensors
Conduct field verification and calibration
Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
Maintain sensors
Replace sensors

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test

www.raesystems.com
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QRAE Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: QR102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Interpret monitor measurements, including oxygen displacement, combustibles and
cross-sensitivities
o Describe how electrochemical and LEL sensors work
o Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL
o Set up and configure a QRAE
o Turn on, test and use a QRAE to sample for hazardous gases and vapors
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades using
ProRAE Suite
o Describe the purpose of Intrinsic Safety Certification
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Service and maintain the QRAE, including
o Field verify and calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain sensors
o Replace sensors
Agenda
8:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Advanced Principles of Portable Gas Detection
Interpret measurements – oxygen displacement, combustibles other than methane
and cross-sensitivity

10:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the QRAE (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a QRAE
Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL sensor
Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the QRAE (hands-on workshop)
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the QRAE
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests and testing of sensors
Conduct field verification and calibration
Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
Maintain sensors
Replace sensors

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test
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QRAE Plus Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: QP102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Interpret monitor measurements, including oxygen displacement, combustibles and
cross-sensitivities
o Describe how electrochemical and LEL sensors work
o Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL
o Set up and configure a QRAE Plus
o Turn on, test and use a QRAE Plus to sample for hazardous gases and vapors
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades using
ProRAE Suite
o Describe the purpose of Intrinsic Safety Certification
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Service and maintain the QRAE Plus, including
o Field verify and calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain sensors
o Replace sensors
Agenda
8:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Advanced Principles of Portable Gas Detection
Interpret measurements – oxygen displacement, combustibles other than methane,
and cross-sensitivity

10:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the QRAE Plus (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a QRAE
Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL sensor
Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the QRAE Plus (hands-on workshop)
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the QRAE Plus
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests and testing of sensors
Conduct field verification and calibration
Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
Maintain sensors
Replace sensors

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test

www.raesystems.com
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QRAE II Advanced User Certificate Training
Course Number: QT102
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Interpret monitor measurements including oxygen displacement, combustibles and
cross-sensitivities
o Describe how electrochemical and LEL sensors work
o Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL
o Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly
o Set up and configure a QRAE II
o Turn on, test and use a QRAE II to sample for hazardous gases and vapors
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades using
ProRAE Studio
o Describe the purpose of Intrinsic Safety Certification
o Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
o Service and maintain the QRAE II, including
o Field verify and calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Maintain sensors
o Replace sensors
Agenda
8:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Advanced Principles of Portable Gas Detection
Interpret measurements – oxygen displacement, combustibles other than methane,
and cross-sensitivity

10:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the QRAE II (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a QRAE II
Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL sensor
Calculate TLVs for mixtures and modify alarm settings accordingly

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the QRAE II (hands-on workshop)
Practice sampling live gases and interpreting results
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the QRAE II
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests and testing of sensors
Conduct field verification and calibration
Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
Maintain the sensors
Replace sensors

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test
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Deployment, Use, And Maintenance For MeshGuard Wireless Systems
Course Number: MG103
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Deploy a fixed or portable MeshGuard network
Use an FMC-2000 Controller
Use a ProRAE.net network with a PC controller
Understand Full Function Mode and Reduced Function Mode
Turn on and program and calibrate a MeshGuard
Interpret the LCD display
Understand the Detection Modes (Portable and Fixed)
Understand Extended Unique Identifiers, Personal Area Network Identifiers and
joining the mesh network
Program the MeshGuard
Service and maintain the MeshGuard, including
o Field verify and calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Replace sensors and batteries
o Installation

Agenda
8:30 a.m. -10:00 a.m.

Setting up the Meshguard
Turning on and calibrating the MeshGuard
Conducting standard field diagnostic tests
Replacing sensors and batteries
Installation

10:00 a.m. - noon

Radio Communication with the MeshGuard mesh network
ZigBee mesh networks
Full Function Devices and Reduced Function Devices
Identifiers

noon – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:00 p.m.

Using an FMC-2000 Controller (hands-on workshop)

3:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m.

Using a ProRAE.net network with a PC controller

www.raesystems.com
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Deployment, Use, And Maintenance For RAEGuard Wireless Systems
Course Number: RG103
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Overview
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Assemble and install a RAEGuard
o Initialize the system
o Interpret the display
o Access the programming functions
o Set Correction Factors
o Understand the 4-20 mA current output
o Service and maintain the RAEGuard, including
o Field verify and calibrate the monitor
o Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
o Clean the PID sensor and lamp (for RAEGuard PID)
o Replace the LEL/EC/IR sensor (for RAEGuard LEL/EC/IR)
Agenda
8:30 a.m. -11:00 a.m.

Installing and Accessing the RAEGuard
Mounting the RAEGuard
Instrument assembly removal and installation
Electrical wiring
Earth grounding

11:00 a.m. - noon

RAEGuard Display and User Interface
User interface
Using the Magnet Key
System initialization
Reading the display
Alarm contacts

noon – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:00 p.m.

Calibrating the RAEGuard
Zero and span calibration
Using the Advanced menus

3:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m.

Maintenance and Troubleshooting
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Wingtank Entry Using the MultiRAE Plus
Course Number: WT201
Duration: One day, 8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Certification: Dated Certificate of Completion, valid for 2 years
Prerequisites: Participants must currently own RAE Systems Wing Tank Entry Kits.

Overview
This course is specially designed for inspection and maintenance personnel involved in inspecting
and modifying airplane fuel tanks and their associated systems.
Attendees who complete this class and pass the examination at the end will be able to:
o Describe how a photoionization detector (PID) works
o Define the differences between LEL sensors and PIDs
o Use Correction Factors to measure known compounds
o Set PID alarms and interpret PID output
o Describe the difference between measuring jet fuel in ppm and %LEL
o Maintain a PID lamp and sensor
o Set up and configure a MultiRAE Plus
o Turn on, test and use a MultiRAE Plus to sample for hazardous gases and vapors in an aircraft
wing tank
o Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades using ProRAE
Suite
o Service and maintain a monitor including
Calibrate the monitor
Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
Replace sensors and lamp
Reconfigure a MultiRAE Plus Wing Tank Kit for a different Service (Navy-USAF, USAFNavy)

Agenda
8:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Photoionization Detections and LEL Sensors
Theory of operation, features, benefits and limitations
Correction Factors
Intrinsic Safety

10:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

Using the MultiRAE Plus for Wingtank Entry (hands-on workshop)
Set up, configure and test a MultiRAE Plus
Calculate Correction Factors for the LEL and PID sensors

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Lunch hosted by RAE Systems

1:00 p.m.– 3:30 p.m.

Using the MultiRAE Plus for Wingtank Entry (hands-on workshop)
Turn on, test and use a MultiRAE Plus to sample for hazardous gases and vapors in
an aircraft wing tank
Download datalogged data and upload configurations and firmware upgrades

3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

Maintaining the MultiRAE Plus for Wingtank Entry
An overview of Diagnostic Mode and hands-on practice of standard field diagnostic
tests and replacement of sensors and lamp
Conduct field verification and calibration
Conduct standard field diagnostic tests
Maintain PID lamp and sensors
Reconfigure a MultiRAE Plus Wing Tank Kit for a different Service (Navy-USAF,
USAF-Navy)

4:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Test
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